ISBEP

Procedure for own challenges

If you want to join ISBEP with a self-defined challenge, you have to follow these steps.

Procedure

1. You need to conduct your own team of minimal 4 members of different programs (interdisciplinary). *

2. Each team member needs to have approval from their own department to do this challenge project as content for their BEP (contact your BEP coordinator) WHEN | same deadline as Osiris deadline + 10 working days

3. During the project, you cannot be challenge owner yourself AND take part in the project. That is why you will need to find a different challenge owner e.g a company, researcher(s) or student team.

4. Register in Osiris as 1st preference = “Own project”. Choose also a 2nd and 3rd preference from the standard challenge list. WHEN | deadline see online study guide

5. Send an email to education.innospace@tue.nl with the challenge description (template to be found on study guide) and name and email address of challenge owner + list with team members (name, TU/e id number and program) WHEN same deadline as Osiris deadline

*) Option to present yourself during the ISBEP Pitch event. Send us an email 10 working days prior to the ISBEP Pitch event (education.innospace@tue.nl)

Questions?

Contact education.innospace@tue.nl